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Dexter Payne has played several instruments
(including alto, baritone and harmonica) and
in many styles (bop, blues, folk-rock and world
music) in his wide-ranging career. But he is
most individual as a clarinetist, and it seems
that the music closest to his heart comes from
Brazil. A two-year period (1995–’97) traveling throughout South America climaxed with
a meeting in Brazil with the late percussionist
Gaudencio Thiago de Mello, who became his
informal mentor. Payne dedicates the music on
this disc to de Mello.

While the clarinet was not closely associated
with Brazilian music in its earlier days (did any
major bossa nova record from the 1960s feature
the clarinet?), Payne, Paquito D’Rivera and a few
others have since shown that the instrument fits
easily into the melodic music of Brazil.
Pra Vocé (which translates to “for you” in
Portuguese) is a delight from start to finish. The
sound of Payne’s group, with clarinet, accordion, piano, guitar and drums-percussion (but no
bass), is light and unique. They perform nine
selections that are filled with rich melodies
that are often quite joyful, particularly “Alma
Brasileira” and “Doce De Coco.” While most
of these songs (including the Payne/de Mello
collaboration “No Wolf At The Door”) will be
new to American jazz listeners, many are well
known in Brazil.
Payne’s clarinet is generally the lead voice,
and he is heard at both his most creative and
most melodic. Although there are many fine
short solos from guitarist Bill Kopper, pianist
Victor Mestas Pérez and accordionist Dave
Willey that always keep the melodies in mind,
with drummer Raoul Rossiter adding colorful
support, it is the sound of the very attractive
ensembles along with the wonderful repertoire
that are most memorable. 
—Scott Yanow
Pra Vocé: Alma Brasileira; Chorinho Pra Voce; No Wolf At The
Door; Sampa; Doce De Coco; Playground; Assanhado; Conversa De
Botequim; Lembrei Do Ceará. (57:40)
Personnel: Dexter Payne, clarinet; Dave Willey, accordion; Bill
Kopper, guitar; Victor Mestas Pérez, piano; Raoul Rossiter, drums,
pandeiro.
Ordering info: dexofon.com

Darren Barrett dB Quintet

Live And Direct 2014
DB STUDIOS
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Boston-based trumpeter Darren Barrett
plunges into a busy, exciting album with
“True,” the uptempo foray that launches
Live And Direct 2014, recorded at Smalls Jazz
Club in New York City. The CD grips from
the jump, and for 61 minutes, the energy and
daring never flag. Here, Barrett leads a group
of his students from the Berklee College of
Music, players so accomplished and purposeful there’s no gap between teacher and pupil.
The album serves up a passel of sunny,
affirmative Barrett tunes spanning the brief,
romantic Miles Davis homage “Mi Les,”
the magisterial “The King Is Among Us” and
“Straight Down The Middle,” the most conventional of the longer works. The front line is Barrett and
his key henchman Myron Walden, an implacable
and deliberate saxophone player whose solos, which
dig in more than they branch out, complement and
contrast with Barrett’s more extroverted style. The
group’s bottom line is bassist Alexander Toth and his
brother Anthony on drums, while pianist Takeshi
Ohbayashi is the bridge, holding it all together.
The compositions are prolix, driving and animated, and while most are in the bop tradition—
the front lines of the early Horace Silver quintets
come to mind, as do the Eddie “Lockjaw” DavisJohnny Griffin saxophone battles—there’s some
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stretch, too. “The King” aspires to the spiritual,
as Barrett deploys long phrases, sustained notes
and harmonic ascension to craft a portrait of majesty triumphant, the band tempestuous behind
him. Barrett ends his solo in full cry, opening the
door to Walden’s only soprano solo of the date.
Tentative at first, Walden builds to full skirl, his
dervish phrasing adding dimension to an exotic
tune already awash with color. Dense but never
airless, this date makes you wish you’d been there.

—Carlo Wolff
Live And Direct 2014: True; Announcements; Yes Oh Yes; The
King Is Among Us; Straight Down The Middle; Mi Les; Announcements 2; Creative Locomotion. (60:38)
Personnel: Darren Barrett, trumpet; Takeshi Ohbayashi, piano;
Alexander Toth, bass; Anthony Toth, drums; Myron Walden, tenor,
soprano saxophones.
Ordering info: darrenbarrett.com

Connie Crothers Quartet

Deep Friendship
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The five originals on Deep Friendship are hefty
expressions of post-bop that remain angular and
mysterious and, at times, step outside their forms
altogether, in a kind free playing. Once an important student of Lennie Tristano, Crothers’ style is also
reminiscent of late-’50s, early ’60s Cecil Taylor. Alto
saxophonist Richard Tabnik, Crother’s stalwart collaborator since the early ’80s, somehow manages to
bring the sound and energy of Ornette Coleman and
Archie Shepp, even as the band sounds contemporary and a bit more radical.
A good example of this interplay and spontaneous improvisation comes with Crothers’ opening number, the quirky, labyrinthine “Ontology.”
A medium-tempo piece, it swings when it isn’t
pausing and reflecting, Tabnik’s wailing alto doubling up with Crothers’ busy single lines.
Recorded live in November of 2010, the CD
suffers from poor recording quality (another, more conventional historical reference being
Coleman’s live date with pianist Paul Bley,
also a quartet recording). That said, the playing throughout manages to overcome the audio
aspects, due in part to the intensity and surefootedness of everyone here, including drummer
Roger Mancuso (who joined Crothers in 1974 for
the album Perception) and bassist Ken Filiano,
musicians able to read the other two’s deft moves
in and out of each song’s involved structures en
route to extended blowing.
On Tabnik’s “Linearity,” Crothers’ goading
piano lines express a kind of alter ego to Tabnik’s
angular, swinging wails. Crothers’ playing is restless, delicate, her fluid lines punctuated by chord
clusters that evoke images of her wrists as well as
fingers getting in on the action. “Deep Friendship”
closes out the set, a medium-tempo waltz that
reflects back on the unity of all four members,
with Tabnik at the foundation. Deep Friendship
itself comes across like a special home recording
session, and everyone’s invited.  —John Ephland
Deep Friendship: Ontology; Roy’s Joy; Fortuity; Linearity; Deep
Friendship. (54:50)
Personnel: Connie Crothers, piano; Richard Tabnik, alto saxophone; Roger Mancuso, bass; Ken Filiano, drums.
Ordering info: newartistsrecords.com

